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Everything on this book is 100% fictional, no living being (human or otherwise) was harmed when drawing or writing these
situations. All characters are over 18 and none of them are based off any real person.  Do not ever try to reproduce any of

the things decipted on this page in real life. The immoral acts and/or dialogue of these fictional characters are not a
representation of the author’s actual beliefs.
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A long time ago, Inferna went through a really long war that almost made
both angels and demons go extinct. 

In order to avoid that, a peace treaty was signed, dividing the land in two
and creating what is known as the “Pet System” and the “Draft.”

A couple of times pet year, in South Inferna, a Draft is done in order
to separate angels who are real people and the ones who are soulless,

and thus, apt for breeding. 

The latter lose any rights a person would have and are treated as
property from the day they are picked until the end of their lives. They

are sent to North Inferna to serve as “pets” to demons. 

The original goal was for them serve as breeding vessels, demon babies
would be raised by their demon parents, angels would be send back

South to be raised by angels. This is how most personal pets are used,
but because there are more than enough pets, some of them end up

being turned into entertainment.

Centuries have passed since the system has been implemented and,
although relations between demons and angels have greatly improved,

they see no need to do away with it, as it has become ingrained in their
culture.

Anyway, this is a story about a certain angel named Soleil that, as soon
as he turned 20 (and thus entered in the Draft pool), ended up being

picked.

Because no one bought him, was made into a Public Relief Pet and gained
a new name, fitting for his new “job”.

This is a documentation of Leilei’s training.
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Every angel has these powers to some degree, but for them to be as
good as Leilei’s is extremely rare. Not many pet angels can fill a "Stress

Relief Pet" role, so when one that can take the “job” lands in Public
Service, they are eventually changed into the role.

 Often permanently.
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suited to his unique abilities.
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limbs grow back in a matter of weeks, sometimes days. 
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The whimpering and yelping is apparently way too troublesome for most
users, so, now his trainers are now trying to correct this behavior.
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The first thing they do is encourage visitors to be as rough as they can,
not only providing a variety of tools for tormenting Leilei, but also hurting

him themselves. They think that, if he can learn to endure the absolute
worst, the rest will come easy enough.
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His urethra is kept shut by a special device, only opened up to be emptied
at a trainer’s discretion. In addition to that, his most important and

sensitive parts are spread open and fully exposed, making it easy for
anyone to freely torment him in any way they see fit.
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Leilei had grown used to being roughly fucked daily, but he pet isn't used
to the new ways in which he is now being used and, soon enough, this

results in some “behavioral problems”, tanking his latest reviews.
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After just a short while, Leilei’s torso is entirely covered in cuts and
bruises. Surprisingly, he actually doesn’t make too much of a fuss, as this

is a level of pain he is relatively used to.
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As the punishments get more and more painful, It’s unlikely his good
behavior will last for long. But for now, this isn’t something anyone needs

to worry about.
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 Not only does the pet’s regeneration make it so this can be repeated daily
with no risk to his life, most angels live for a very long time.
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Even Public Relief Pets usually live to see at least 100 years of age. Leilei
is barely 30. He still has a very long time to get used to his “new” life.
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When the impact moves downwards to his most sensitive parts, the poor
pet finally starts gasping and yelping, trying desperately to move his
useless, restrained limbs, hoping against hope to somehow dodge the  

ongoing assault.
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People usually find the squirming from Stress Relief Pets quite cute,
which is why it’s more common to have their limbs amputated rather then

kept intact with their movement turned off via their collar.
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Until he learns to endure pain in a way that satisfy his users, his
“punishment” will continue.
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